
Strength & Conditioning
** Use phone if permitted**

Station 1: Core (3x of everything)

Hollow hold (30 sec on, 10 o�; 2x)

Boat Hold (30 sec on, 10 o�; 4x)

Tuck kick outs (30x on; 20 sec rest; 2x)

V-Up’s (20x for 3 rounds 10 sec rest)

** if can’t do V-Ups do one leg V-Ups for same amt. of reps**

Russian Twist (10 with partner 10 sec rest, 10 by yourself)

Bridge (15x)

------------------------------------------------------

Station 2: Legs (3x of everything)

RDL’s (10x 2 rounds; 30 seconds rest)

Lunges (10 forwards, 10 backwards)

Tuck jumps (10x 2 rounds; 20 seconds rest)

Pistol Squats?? Bench?? (Allowed to use said bench?)

Bavarian Squats (15 per leg; once through)

Barbell Squats (10x 4 rounds; increase intensity after 2 Rounds)

------------------------------------------------------

Station 3: Arm Strength (2x of everything)

Push-up taps ( 15x; 2 rounds 20 second rest)

Push up claps (Partner- 20x; 2 rounds)

Push ups (doesn’t matter which way you do them- 20x)

LAT Raises (8x 4 rounds; 20 seconds rest b/w)

Shoulder shrugs (8x 4 rounds; 20 seconds rest b/w)

Single arm DB row (8x 4 rounds; 20 seconds rest b/w)

Planks *twisting or regular (8x 4 rounds; 20 seconds rest b/w)



------------------------------------------------------

Station 4: Back strength (2x of everything)

Supermans (single then both- 20x; 3 rounds)

Wall Angels (10x; 4 rounds)

Bird Dogs (15x; 3 rounds)

Good mornings (15x)

Posterior Plank (Reverse Plank) (10x)

Deadlifts (5-10lbs)

------------------------------------------------------

End with choice of low intensity 100 abs

Or

End with high intensity 100 abs

High intensity→ Doing a workout as fast as you can with as little breaks as possible

Low intensity→ Doing a workout @ your own pace with as many breaks you want



** Don’t be afraid to try something new, but also know your body!

If you do not feel comfortable doing something you can try it and talk to me or you

can just move on! I suggest you try what you are unfamiliar with because even

though it is uncomfortable, it is still just new. If you have any previous injuries that

might a�ect you, talk to me and I can help you figure out what to do, what lighter

workout to do that will not stress out the part of your body that is healing. This today

is just to help me figure out where everyone’s strengths are and workouts would be

best for the future.

**Last thing: DON’T BE AFRAID TO ASK QUESTIONS!!!!!


